Maison Interiors

INSIDE
OUT

If your home’s Philippe
Starck but your garden
is just bleak, create a
stunning outdoor living
space by “bringing the
inside out”, says Maison
Interiors’ Zoe Hubbard.
Walls & Screens

If you really want to make the most
of your garden, start by creating a
connection between your inside and
outdoor space. Open up the walls and
replace with huge glass doors or even
install a breakfast bar for al fresco
feasting. Folding screens really come
into their own in the garden. They’re
perfect for adding decorative detail and
for covering up peeling paint or modern
brick walls. Place behind a bench or
outdoor bed for maximum impact.

Fancy Flooring

Wooden flooring leading from
indoors to outside will create the
illusion of connected space. Natural

wood finishes are popular, but a midgrey tone will produce a sleek and
sophisticated feel. And rugs aren’t just
for inside. Even if you don’t want to
buy new, an old indoor rug laid on a
sheltered terrace will add both colour
and character. If you want to brighten
an exposed area, opt for a specialist
outdoor, weather-proof rug.

Table Settings

Dining outdoors is a must when it
comes to warm-weather entertaining,
so rethink how that area looks and feels
by taking inspiration from your dining
room. Dress the garden table as you
would your indoor dining table, with a
fabulous centrepiece of candles, flowers,
plants or other decorative pieces. Then
add beautiful crockery and glassware
teamed with natural runners and
napkins. Keep it glamorous; leave the
plastic tableware for picnics.

once the sun sets. Choose cushions
especially designed for outdoor use;
that offer mould, UV and stain resistant
finishes.

Light Up

Lighting is key to bringing the inside
out and there’s a huge variety to
choose from. Use an uplighter to
enhance a garden sculpture, add way
marker spotlights along your garden
path or add a touch of whimsy with
strings of fairy lights through your
trees and shrubs. If budget is an issue,
you can make any garden look magical
with some well-placed candles and
lanterns. Hang lanterns from beams
and bars, or simply scatter candles
placed in jam jars around the garden.

Finishing Touches

Finally ensure that both your outdoor
space and furnishings offer flexibility
and can be used to maximum effect.
Cosy Seating
There’s little point spending time and
Whatever your space or style preference,
money on a space that is hardly ever
there are so many fabulous seating
used. Why not create an outdoor snug
options. A stool or crate will work if
with book shelves, prints, decorative
short of space and tight on budget, but
ornaments, and reading lights? Perfect
if you really want to make a statement,
for relaxing in on summer evenings.
opt for wicker hanging chairs, corner
Or utilise an old, dilapidated bed and
sofas or rustic wooden benches. To add
cover in blankets and pillows. Read on
a touch of luxury and warmth, pile up
it solo, sit and have a drink with friends,
cushions and blankets to snuggle under Houseology
or sunbathe in the summer.
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